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Oscillation Signals as F(En)
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DUNE, 1300 km HyperK (T2K) 295 km

From:
Diwan et al,
Ann. Rev.
Nucl. Part. Sci 66 
(2016)

Energies have to be known within 100 MeV (DUNE) or 50 MeV (T2K)
Ratios of event rates to about 10%



Problem: Neutrino Energy

◼ The incoming neutrino energy on the abscissa of all such plots is not 

known, but must be reconstructed; very different from Nuclear Physics 

and High Energy Physics where the beam energy is accurately known.

◼ The reconstruction has to start from an only partially observed final 

state (detector limitations!) and proceeds from there ‚backwards‘ to

the initial state

➔ immediate consequence:

inclusive cross sections for nA reactions are not enough
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Generators

◼ Generators are needed for this ‚backwards calculation‘ 

◼ The accuracy of the energy reconstruction and thus the precision of

any neutrino mixing parameters depends crucially on the precision of

these generators

◼ Generators must be able to handle:

◼ the extended target size complications

◼ the primary neutrino-nucleus interaction

◼ the final state interactions

◼ Generators are an integral part of any experiment,

without them the experiment is useless
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General structure of any generator for

(engpp,A) reactions
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Any sophisticated theory FSI -
machinery

For neutrinos the flux average
in the init state lets you get away
with any reasonable theory

Do isi and fsi factorize?



QE scattering: Factorization???

◼ Factorization of initial state and final state interactions is only (very) approximate:
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Same potential U for
final state of initial 
interaction
and initial state of
final interactions

Cut between isi
and fsi



Potentials in QE scattering
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• Theories without nucleon
potentials in the final state
work only for reactions
with energy transfers ~ 300 MeV

• applies to Nieves, Martini, …..
• GENIE, NEUT, NuWro,

exp



Nuclear ground state (gs): Nuclei are bound!

◼ GFMC, most sophisticated and ambitious, computationally very demanding, 

restricted to A < 12, nonrelativistic, no inelasticities, incl only

◼ NMBT, sophisticated, computationally feasible, together with LDA applicable to all 

nuclei, nonrelativistic, gives hole spectral functions that can be combined with IA to

treat relativistic momentum transfers, so far incl only

◼ Mean field gs, nonrelativistic or Walecka-type, CRPA, semiclassical (GiBUU)

◼ Free Fermi-gas, global or local, least realistic: nuclei are not bound, needs recipes

to correct for binding energy effects (GENIE, NEUT, NuWro,Martini,Nieves)

◼ The gs must be the same for all reaction types

(not so in GENIE, ….) and it must be stable
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GENIE uncertainties
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Change between versions of the same generator; no docu available on
what was changed, how it was changed and why it was changed.



Progress in QE (?)
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Smith, Moniz, 1972:

QE quality of description
has not significantly improved
over last 47 years



Pion Production
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DUNE flux on Ar40
QE= true QE + 2p2h
Pions= resonances + DIS

➔ Pions are dominant!

must be under
quantitative control



Pion Production

In resonance (N*) region time reversal invariance requires

N* → p + N p + N → N* 

Pion production Pion absorption
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• Generators GENIE, NEUT, NuWro all violate this basic principle: 
• pion production usually taken from Rein-Sehgal (38yrs old!, outdated)
• Pion absorption taken from Valencia model
• Not verified with electron data

These generators contain artificial degrees of freedom
and tuning parameters



Final State Interactions

◼ Neutrinos ‚illuminate‘ the whole nucleus: final state particles can be

produced anywhere in the nuclear volume. Need mean free path at 

different densities and momenta

◼ Generators (GENIE, …) replace this by tuning

hadron + A 

cross sections→ incorrect geometry and pathlengths in medium

◼ Hadron absorption cross sections, e.g. p + A → X do not test the

needed pion mean free path in nuclei, but just the overall absorption

rate

◼ Ideal test: (g,A) and (e,A) reactions both illuminate also whole nucleus
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Theoretical Basis of any Generator

◼ Standard generators (GENIE, …) have a patchwork of models for initial 

interaction, then a free MC cascade of hadrons through the nuclear

target, reaction rates determined by mean free paths in a fixed density

◼ Semiclassical approach is good at very high energies where the

de Broglie wavelength is small (compared to interaction lengths), but 

how about the few 100 MeV – 2 GeV region?

◼ Quantum Kinetic Transport (QKT) theory is free of this problem.

QKT is the ‚workhorse‘ for QGP experiments, also used in neutrino-

supernova physics, but up to today largely ignored by neutrino physicists
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Basic Assumptions of QKE

1. Truncate hierarchy of coupled many-body Green‘s functions to

keeping sp G only; model self-energies (potentials)

2. sp-density matrix r(x,x‘) depends only weakly on cm coordinate

(x+x‘)/2 (gradient approximation) and rapidly on x-x‘ → useful to

introduce Wigner transform:
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Gradient approximation needs constant density, limits targets to A > 12 



Describes time-evolution of F(x,p)

Wigner-distribution of the one-body density matrix = spectral function

Kadanoff-Baym equations (for incoherent processes!)

Quantum-kinetic Transport Theory
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Off-shell transport termOn-shell drift term Collision term

For each particle one such equation,
all coupled by the collision term C

Hole spectral functionProbability to find particle
At location x with momentum p



Collision term
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with

More  complicated expressions for 3-body interactions (e.g. pion absorption)

Pauli blocking



Quantum-kinetic Transport Theory

◼ Off-shell transport term assures proper asymptotics for

hadrons leaving the nucleus. 

◼ Neglect:

◼ off-shell transport term (G = 0) → quasiparticle approximation

◼ ➔
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No potentials→ standard generators



QKT (Over)Simplification ➔ Generators

1. Neglect any off-shellness (besides potential)

2. Neglect any potentials

3. Use classical point particle

4. Neglect gain term

➔
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GENIE et al 
solve these
equations



Now: a Proto-Dune Generator
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◼ GiBUU : Quantum-Kinetic Theory and Event Generator

based on a BM solution of Kadanoff-Baym equations

◼ GiBUU propagates phase-space distributions, not particles

◼ Physics content and details of implementation in:

Buss et al, Phys. Rept. 512 (2012) 1- 124

Gallmeister et al, Phys.Rev. C94 (2016) no.3, 035502

◼ Code from gibuu.hepforge.org, present version GiBUU 2019
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GiBUU History

◼ GiBUU project was started ~ 1990 for description of

heavy-ion reactions, then applied also to pi+A and p+A

reactions → check of fsi over wide kinematical range

◼ Application to photon+A → mesons : good test of

Q^2 = 0 kinematics, again fsi tested
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GiBUU Ingredients

◼ Initial State Interactions (for g, e, n)

◼ Nuclear Potential, r- and p-dependent, from realistic energy-density functional

◼ Momentum distribution from local Fermi-gas

◼ All target nucleons are bound in the potential, minimizes RPA

◼ 2p2h from phenomenology: e-scattering (Bosted, Christy), purely transverse

◼ Pion production from resonance model MAID 2007

◼ DIS from PYTHIA 

◼ Same Groundstate for all processes

◼ Bad Example (GENIE, …) : using different groundstates for QE (free Fermi gas, SF) 

and 2p2h (local Fermi gas) introduces unphysical (tunable?) degrees of freedom
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◼ Phase-space distribution f is solved by a testparticle method, well

known in numerical fluid dynamics

◼ Care is taken to respect relativity and detailed balance

◼ GiBUU reduces to MC event generators if

◼ All particles on shell

◼ No potentials present

◼ No in-medium effects

GiBUU and MC Event Generators
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Test with electron data

◼ a necessary check for any generator development:

test with photon- and electron-induced reaction data

◼ Generators describe incoherent processes

➔ reactions must be semi-inclusive, e.g.

(e,e‘) or (e,e‘pX) (not exclusive (e,e‘p))

(g,pX) 
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Inclusive QE Electron Scattering

◼ a necessary check for any generator development
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0.737 GeV, 60 deg, Q2 = 0.47 GeV2             Target: O 0.56 GeV, 60 deg, Q2 = 0.24 GeV2    Target: C



T2K Inclusive Cross Section
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S. Dolan et al,
Phys. Rev. C 98,
045502 (2018)

Target: 
CH

GiBUU curves differ by
factor 2 in 2p2h



Intermediate Summary: QE + 2p2h

◼ QE + 2p2h cross sections (miniBooNE) as well as fully inclusive ones

described quite well with GiBUU ‚out of the box‘, no special tune

◼ Now: 0-Pion Events
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Total
QE+2p2h
2p2h

0-pion (QE-like) Events
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T2K H2O data (Phys. Rev. D 97, 012001 (2018), GiBUU calculation: Phys.Rev. C97 (2018) no.4, 045501 

Scaling Models get (even without any pion reabsorption) significantly too large X-sections
at forward angles

➔ The very forward data contain info on longitudinal structure of 2p2h



Intermediate Summary: 0-pion events

◼ 0-pion (QE-like events) always contain effects of pion production and 

absorption, any theory (or generator) for 0-pion must contain these 

processes

➔ Inclusive theories without these degrees of freedom 

(e.g. scaling approach, GFMC, …)  

cannot directly be compared with any neutrino experiment, 

need additional theory input

◼ Now: Explicit Pions
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T2K p+ on H2O
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Mosel, Gallmeister,

Phys.Rev. C96 (2017) 015503 

40o



T2K ND Pion on HC
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Data: T2K, 
R. Castillo Fernandez
Barcelona thesis 2015

Calc: GiBUU,PRC 99 
(2019) 

40o

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1708.04528


MINERvA Pions
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CC charged pions on CH, W < 1.8 GeV, multiple pions

Data: McGivern et al, Phys. Rev. D94, 052005 (2016)      GiBUU calc: Phys.Rev. C96 (2017)  015503

40o

Coherent?)



p+/- Production on LAr
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ArgoNeut
Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) 
052002

Neutrinos

Excellent agreement of
GiBUU with Ar data
NO Tune
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p+/- Production on LAr
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ArgoNeut
Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) 
052002

Antineutrinos

Excellent agreement of
GiBUU with Ar data
NO Tune

40o



Intermediate Summary: Pion Production

◼ Pion kinetic energy spectra and angular distributions are well described

for T2K (C and O targets) and for ArgoNEUT, no special tune

◼ Pion kinetic energy spectrum for MINERvA quite reasonable, with weak

indication of too low X-section at low pion momenta, and at low X-

section for q < 40 degrees: coherent contribution !?

◼ MINERvA X-section data contain generator-produced cuts, both on flux and on W, 

both have to reconstructed!

-> repeat analysis without flux cuts, replace by cuts on muon kinematics

if W cut, then only on measurable outgoing p-N.
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Predictions for DUNE
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Nucleon Spectra
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MicroBooNE DUNE

‚Avalanche effect‘

DUNE

At MB n < p , at DUNE n ~ p: at DUNE n not suppressed
because of pi-production channels



Summary and Conclusions

◼ State-of-the-art experiments (T2K, NOvA, DUNE) need state-of-the-

art generators

◼ Presently widely used generators do not contain state-of-the-art 

nuclear theory. Instead patchwork of often outdated ingredients

◼ Modular approach in presently widely used generators is dangerous

because it neglects consistency of various reaction channels

◼ DUNE deserves a new, better, nuclear theory based generator!
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Needed data (from electrons and neutrinos)

◼ Electrons: 

◼ more pion production data, in particular also for p0

◼ Knock-out nucleon (semi-inclusive) spectra and 

multiplicities

◼ Neutrinos:

◼ Pion production data without artificial cuts (flux, W)

◼ Knock-out nucleon spectra and multiplicities
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GiBUU: prototype

for a new, better generator
◼ GiBUU is a (nearly) consistent theory and code framework for e + A 

and n + A reactions

◼ GiBUU is not tuned to data, but tries to learn from comparison with

data, all results were obtained with the code ‚out of the box‘

◼ GiBUU works with bound nucleons in a mean-field potential, minimizing

effects of RPA and no need to worry about binding energy parameters

◼ GiBUU works with the same groundstate for all reaction types, except 2p2h

◼ GiBUU relates neutrino 2p2h processes to electron 2p2h 

◼ Problems: A-dependence, isospin dependence
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Choice of Generators

◼ A good generator does not have to be ‚right‘ provided

it can be tuned to fit the data

◼ A good generator does not have to fit (all) the data

provided it is right
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GiBUU

◼ Essential References:

1. Buss et al, Phys. Rept. 512 (2012) 1
contains both the theory and the practical implementation of transport theory

2. Gallmeister et al., Phys.Rev. C94 (2016), 035502
contains the latest changes in GiBUU2016

3. Mosel, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 66 (2016) 171
short review, contains some discussion of generators

4. Mosel, arXiv:1904.11506
general review of neutrino generators

◼ The GiBUU work was done in collaboration with Kai Gallmeister
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